**Tracksters Triumph**

**Danes’ Bats Come Alive**

by Gary White

Last year when Colgate butted into the world game, an Alice, the team could not have been further from the mind of anyone. This year Alice was able to get its wish, and Alice was able to get its wish, and Alice was able to get its wish, and Alice was able to get its wish, and Alice was able to get its wish.

The lead was short-lived however, as the Great Danes quickly countered, scoring Paul Nelson and Mark Conroy in the bottom of the first. The Great Danes had never given up hope in their last game, and the Great Danes had never given up hope in their last game, and the Great Danes had never given up hope in their last game, and the Great Danes had never given up hope in their last game.
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**Budget Cuts Result in Camp Dippickl Price Increase**

by Maxine D. Cullen

When the state Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) decided to reduce its budget for the 1972-73 fiscal year, it cut $350,000 from the $700,000 budget for Camp Dippickl, which is located in the Adirondacks.

The DEC has been forced to cut its budget due to a decrease in state funding. The $350,000 reduction will result in a price increase for campers at Camp Dippickl.

The price increase will affect all campers, including those who attend the camp for the first time. The new price for campers will be $600,000, up from the previous price of $250,000.

The increase is due to the fact that the DEC has been forced to cut its budget due to a decrease in state funding. The $350,000 reduction will result in a price increase for campers at Camp Dippickl.

The price increase will affect all campers, including those who attend the camp for the first time. The new price for campers will be $600,000, up from the previous price of $250,000.

The increase is due to the fact that the DEC has been forced to cut its budget due to a decrease in state funding. The $350,000 reduction will result in a price increase for campers at Camp Dippickl.

The price increase will affect all campers, including those who attend the camp for the first time. The new price for campers will be $600,000, up from the previous price of $250,000.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that SUNYA is and will probably remain a "hotter" school.

Upward Trend

Hart cited "location, size, and reputation" as the main factors for the recent trend of applications. As SUNYA's reputation grows, more students are considering it as a viable option, especially given its proximity to major cities.

"Applications are up significantly," Hart said, "so our decision to study the continuing education program in the music field was based on the need for more students." He also revealed that the increasing "is being traced to the School of Music's growth." The music program has seen a surge in interest, and the school has responded by expanding its offerings.

"Last year, we had a 20% increase in applications," Hart said, "and this year, we're seeing a similar trend." He expects this growth to continue, and the school is prepared to accommodate the increased demand.

"It's a question of getting quality students," Hart said. "And we're doing that." The school is focused on attracting top students, and the increasing demand for its programs reflects their success in doing so.

"Colleges more than ever are exerting their constitutional right to be represented by a lawyer at every stage of disciplinary proceedings," the paper reports. This includes cases involving student conduct and academic integrity.

ALBANY STATE CINEMA

Friday and Saturday, May 2 and 3

HEAVY TRAFFIC

3:40 and 6:10 p.m.

Albatross, a documentary about the American navy's role in the Vietnam War, is a powerful and thought-provoking film. It explores the lives of American soldiers and the impact of the war on their families and communities.

The film is directed by John:false Watkins and features interviews with veterans and their family members. It highlights the human costs of war and the difficult choices that soldiers and their families must make.

Albatross is a must-see for anyone interested in understanding the complexities of war and its impact on individuals and society.

NEW YORK CITY (AP) — The state Supreme Court hasissued a ruling in favor of the NFL's Buffalo Bills that allows the team to continue playing at its stadium in Orchard Park.

The case involved a dispute between the team and the property owner over the use of the stadium. The property owner claimed that the team was not paying adequate rent and was causing damage to the facility.

The court ruled in favor of the team, stating that the lease agreement between the two parties was valid and that the team was entitled to continue using the stadium.

The decision is a victory for the team and its owner, who have been facing financial and legal challenges in recent years.

"We are pleased with the outcome," said team owner Jim Kelly. "This is a fair and just decision, and we look forward to moving forward with our season."
We might have grabbed you at a basketball game. Or maybe in the library while you were studying. It could be that one of your friends was in front of our lenses when the shutter was pressed at a dance sponsored by “Friends”. One way or another, we managed to get a lot of people’s pictures in this year’s TORCH.

So when you get your yearbook on Monday, tear out the end sheets, front and back (they’re cost one dollar. If you’ve lost one of your tax cards or lenses when the shutter was pressed at a dance photos on pages 82 and 83 (they’re not the same hour to read from cover to cover.

It may be the only book ever written about you.

The TORCH will begin selling on Monday, May 5 at 10:00 a.m. We’ll sell until we run out of books or 4:00 arrives.

With two tax cards (one from each semester) it’ll cost one dollar. If you’ve lost one of your tax cards go to the SA office.
State Quad Association presents

2 to 2 day

Saturday, May 3

Free for All

2 pm - 4 pm Rock Group
in center courtyard

4 pm - 6 pm Hector and Simpson

Games & Prizes

Toy Give Away

Light and Dark Beer

Soda - Munchies

Watermelon

“The Great Gatsby”

Tower East Cinema 7:30 pm LC 7

$7.50 with State Quad Card

$12.50 without State Quad Card

Party in the U-Lounge and Tower Basement

with a live band

9 pm - 2 am

Free Admission

Screwdrivers and Munchies

Come & Enjoy

sponsored by State Quad Association

Extended Weekend Bus Service Scheduled

COTA buses such as the one above will provide students with late night service.

Earthlings Victims Of Space Blackouts

(SUNY) Astronomy Magazine is suggesting that members of the planets earth may be visited by extraterrestrial their not having universal space communication.

The magazine, in its May issue, states that Earth scientists with their newly-developed space telescopes now have the ability to detect radio beacons transmitted from earth. These beacons are designed to send messages to extraterrestrial cultures that have not been discovered by radio astronomers. The magazine asserts that this is the first step in a quest to establish contact with advanced civilizations.

The magazine claims that there is ample evidence for the existence of extraterrestrial life. It cites the discovery of black holes, which are thought to be remnants of stars that have collapsed under the force of gravity. It also mentions the discovery of exoplanets, which are planets that orbit stars outside our solar system.

The magazine further states that there is a growing body of evidence that suggests that life is common in the universe. It cites studies that have found water on Mars, which is essential for life as we know it, and the discovery of organic molecules in interstellar space.

The magazine concludes by suggesting that the time is ripe for humanity to take the first step in establishing contact with extraterrestrial cultures. It recommends that the government allocate funds to the development of advanced communication technologies and that the scientific community work together to find a way to safely and responsibly communicate with other civilizations.

COTAère!

Extended Weekend Bus Service Scheduled

The Off-Campus Student Committee has arranged with the Capital District Transportation Authority to run additional weekend buses for the rest of the semester.

The schedule of the extramural buses will be as follows: on a Saturday, May 3, 9, 16, 23, and 30.

Buses will serve from the Circle at 11:30 a.m., 12:30, and 1:30 p.m.

The buses will transport students to and from Fortsgrove and Waverly at 3:30, 4:30, and 5:30 p.m.

There will be a respectful Security Check before entering Lecture Center 25.
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ALBANY STUDENT PRESS

PAGE SEVEN
Citizen
The United States

Dear American:

We've decided, after all, that it really doesn't make any difference. The Vietnam War is over.

Sincerely,

The Government

Mayday, 1975

Great To Be Gay

By Dr. Philip Nichols

My parents have said to me many times in the bathtub, in the dining hall, at the barbecue, apparently: "This is a great country, you know, just think, there are 200 million people, and only one is gay."

Yes, I feel isolated, and I feel alone, but when I think about it, I think of all the brave people who have come before me, and I think of the courage it takes to be gay in a country that doesn't want us, and I know that I am not alone.

Because of the courage of those who have come before me, I am able to stand tall and be proud, and I am able to speak my mind and be myself, and I am able to love who I want to love, and I am able to be who I am.

This is a great country, and I am proud to be gay in it.
RPI Explodes with Urbaniak's Fusion

by Alan D. Adler

Functors, the key to the Joffrey Ballet's success, is also a key to the success of John Joffrey's new music group, "The Joffrey Orchestra." Their performance in an unusual, interesting, and creative way. Her voice, volume to which certain high notes are added, is indeed impressive and adds flavor to her music. Somcof his box, and the room exploded in enthusiasm to compensate for the fact that he merely plays and creates what Kurt Vonnegut calls a "crafted" sort of music. The rhythm section is equally impressive, especially on side one where Urbaniak's music keeps it really simple, but effective.

To the Joffrey Orchestra, Urbaniak brought a strange looking rectangular box, a multicolored baseball hat, picked up a microphone, and sang a song. It was Michel Urbaniak's first appearance in the United States, and his music is entirely new, as is his demeanor. He is not an extrovert, but a shy, reserved individual who is comfortable with silence. His music is based on traditional musical forms, but his approach is completely different. He uses a three-piece orchestra, with drums, bass, and piano, and his music is often compared to the music of John Coltrane. His music is complex and difficult to describe, but it is definitely worth listening to. Urbaniak is a musician who is not afraid to take risks and try new things, and his music is a perfect example of his creative nature.

Ryan's Starry Plough
Filled with Spirits

by Eileen Oshinsky

The 42nd Annual "Session" of generally folk music, held at Eileen Oshinsky's "Starry Plough," was a great success. The "Session" is a gathering of musicians and music lovers who come together to share their love of traditional music. This year's "Session" was held at the "Starry Plough," a small pub in downtown Rensselaer that offers a warm and welcoming atmosphere.

The "Session" was held on Wednesday, May 27, at the "Starry Plough," and was attended by musicians from all over the region. The musicians performed a wide variety of music, including traditional ballads and rebel songs. The "Session" was hosted by the American Accordion Association, and was supported by the Albany Hibernian Society.

The "Session" was a great opportunity for musicians to come together and share their love of music. It was a weekend filled with music, and a great way to celebrate the rich musical heritage of the Capital Region.
Contest Rules

Solve 1 puzzle solution to the Albany Student Press (CROSSWORD) and one to the American Student Press (POSSIBLES) for a chance to win a $5 gift certificate redeemable at the Campus Bookstore.

No address, phone number and social security number must appear on your entry.

Puzzle solutions will be drawn at random until there are no correct solutions. There will be 10 winners.

Lists of the three winners will be available at the Campus Center. Merchandise must be claimed within two weeks of notification.

One solution per person will be accepted.

Movie Timetable

On Campus

Albany State Cinema

Cinema 7
Delaware

Shawshank
Fri., Sat. & Sun., 7:30, 9:30 p.m.

FG

Mary & The Passion
Fri., Sat. & Sun., 7:30, 9:30 p.m.

Tower East

The Great Gatsby
Fri., Sat. & Sun., 7:30, 9:15 p.m.

Off Campus

Hallman

Madison
Fri., Sat. & Sun., 7:30, 9:30 p.m.

Towne

The Great Wallas Poster
Fri., Sat. & Sun., 7:30, 9:15 p.m.

The Whiskey Bar Presents

It's Last Show Of The Year This Sunday Night

Co-hosts Jon Billing and Jay Burstein say goodbye on their last show with their best show with regular features “Bicentennial Minutes”, extra trivia questions, a surprise interview, and music to calm the ghosts of final past.

[We have no idea what we meant by that.]

Also, came appearances by notables of the Silver Screen, T.V. and politics—all jammed into one show

So tune in and call this Sunday night on WUSA from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. on 457-6443 and 457-5808.

The Match Continues!

by James "The Flying Diablos" Bean

After four games, my match with Black Queen now stands at a win and three losses. But the match continues.

After the English Opening of the second game, White didn't do much in the development which resulted in the opening of a pawn. However, Black decided upon a quick attack and moved the queen to e5. Though Black tried to move the position around, the first position was a draw.

Many thanks to my opponent for the contest with a prizes for the winners. This is a totally free day a.m. in the quad. There'll be games, Frisbees will be provided, and there will be a pie eating contest with a prizes for the winners. This is a totally free
day a.m. in the quad. There'll be games, Frisbees will be provided, and there will be a pie eating contest.

 experiential theme: project "burned" burned" and "reasons for the burned" project. There will be an experiential theme, and there will be a prize winner. This is a totally free day a.m. in the quad. There'll be games, Frisbees will be provided, and there will be a pie eating contest.
Zappa: An Interesting Experiment

In concert, the musical group of Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention was not only rejuvenated but appeared to have enough energy to perform for several more straight nights without repetition. Their music ranges from hit-parade material to just experimental, but when it comes to interesting and "interesting," it is Zappa's. So get ready for something that has been much talked about. At times the music was free from form, but also involved some strange combinations of musical elements, as on "Six Miniatures" with a rendition of "Tales of the Earth Moon" by N. S. R. (Kathy). The main set was unusually experimental, as in comparison with any of the other keyboardists who have appeared on stage, Zappa's music was well known for its freedom from standard musical ground, a move that is often not appreciated by the audience. The music itself, while not what most people think of as standard Zappa music, varied on its own, but also threw a few leads (mainly slide) to the audience. Zappa and the Mothers of Invention had finally woken up, and they seemed to be ready to give the audience a show that they had been waiting for. The music was experimental in every way, and Zappa and the Mothers of Invention performed in a way that made the audience think about what they were hearing. The audience was marvelously about what they were hearing, as Zappa and the Mothers of Invention performed in a way that made the audience think about what they were hearing. The audience was marvelously about what they were hearing, as Zappa and the Mothers of Invention performed in a way that made the audience think about what they were hearing.
The Woman Behind Nero

By Elizabeth Manwell

Nero's mother Agrippina was one of the most intriguing figures in Roman history. She was a complex character who played a big part in Roman public affairs. Nero's mother, Agrippina, was the daughter of the famous politician, Publius Sextius荀icus, and was herself a powerful and influential woman in her own right. She was a key figure in the political life of ancient Rome, and was known for her intelligence, wit, and beauty.

The Hearst Corporation

The Man Behind the Curtain

By Eric Anderson

The Man Behind the Curtain is a Play about a man named Charles, who is a wealthy and powerful businessman. He is a master of disguise, and he uses his skills to manipulate and control those around him. The play is a satirical look at the world of high finance and politics, and it is a celebration of the art of manipulation.

University Wind Ensemble Gives Uneven Performance

By William Gilmore

The University Wind Ensemble gave an uneven performance, as the ensemble was not cohesive and the individual members did not perform well together. The ensemble was not well-rehearsed, and the conductor did not provide adequate leadership.

Benecke Berated

By John T. Smith

Benecke was berated by his colleagues for his poor performance as a leader. He was criticized for his lack of direction and his inability to inspire his team. The group felt that Benecke was not up to the challenge and that he needed to be replaced.

Backroom Politics

By John T. Smith

Backroom politics refers to the practice of making decisions behind closed doors, without public input or transparency. This type of politics is often characterized by the use of personal relationships and favors to influence outcomes, rather than by公开 and democratic processes.

Finster's Oxygen Tank

By Grayson Adams

Donor in New York may refuse to trust his federal scientists classified after Ay for (a) nation's cancer fighting agency's seeking quality and quality of equal status among the different agencies. They have been classified after Ay for the first time as a result of new legislation regarding the use of medical marijuana.
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From The Frog's Mouth

Whose Land
Is This Land?

by Susan商业

Every person who is concerned about the future of wildlife should be up on some about the Interior Secretary's new decision to transfer 2.4 million acres (240 million acres) of public land to new owners. The BLM. This means that areas in Arizona, Nevada and Washington will be subject to new management activities. The new land management system has been set up to protect and manage wildlife resources. The BLM. This decision means that areas in Arizona, Nevada and Washington will be subject to new management activities. The new land management system has been set up to protect and manage wildlife resources.
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FREE PICNIC sponsored by the Classes of 1976, 1977, & 1978

Come hear ALABASTER at The Mohawk Campus Saturday, May 3rd

FREE Hotdogs and Hamburgers
FREE Soda & All the BEER you can Drink
FREE Munchies Too!

There will be a pie-eating contest with a prize for the winner.

Come to beautiful Mohawk Campus and get away from it all for the Day.

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!!

Bring your bats, gloves & balls for Softball!

FREE PICNIC
Nettters Beaten

by Matt Press

The University of Massachusetts defeated Albany in tennis in an exciting match today. The Danes swept all of Massachusetts 6-0. 6-7, 6-1. (.5 Josh Connell 1-6, 6-2 6-4.

The3rd singles match between Barnaby Kalan in three sets, the Chris Post of Massachusetts 6-1; 6-2. Massachusetts's four singles with both Lewis Weinberg of Albany's tennis team for teams "evenly competitive." The second year in a row as State lost

MAY 2, 1975

The University of Massachusetts

"You'll save money, too, over the increased air like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time. Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students..."

**Please note the location change for the Little Rascals Film Festival.**

Get ready for the May Daze ahead at

THE OUTSIDE LAM

**THE DAY OF THE LOCUST IS COMING!**

by Fred Weinberg

On Saturday, the Riviera State University of New York, Albany, California Trust and Field Chem, preevent to and then some University East, Coach Bob Munsey "will get to see this one" as in order to make sure that this meet is not as easy. There are 298 entries entered by the teams in the IT research will be a, a very large number for everyday meet.

Last year's champions' Bonder will be told by senior Mark Weinberg, who conducted the meet. He added that although his players haven't had to, and we didn't." He added that although his players haven't had to, and we didn't."

Hopefully, Coach Lewis and his team will find the answer to this question, and they followed Cobleskill 6-3.

Weinberg won 6-3, 6-1, and and Joel Villani (143'.8") pacing the men in your

Robert Dew on center and on the median...high jumper Paul Greenberg of SUNYAC went 7'9" and Ottawa's V. P. Wark of SUNYAC went 7'8". He added, "pushing the catchpole...to watch, everyone.

Robert Doran come in fourth place in the men's 100 last year's meet, is entered in the 100, 200,

United States Air Force Academy's Jon Amato 143'.8". Fredonia is strong in the discus with Fred Siegler (160'.5"

Cortland, has an impressive 49.0 in the triple jump. High jumper DeMarco, who holds the Albany field record of M'V'in Ihcpolvoict, is on the 440 , mile should bring out the best in everyone's good voices, while none of you are up inside.

Munsey said that this meet will definitely be a fun watch, given good weather. "It is possible that we're only eight miles from the center of Albany, but we didn't make the Games over last year's Games. But we've got to get there and do it."

In the 440, mile, 1444, high hurdles, 440 mile, and high hurdles, the men have bettered or equaled the marks funded by student association in a year's time. None was entered in the 440, high hurdles, 440 mile, high hurdles, and 100 hurdles have bettered or against the marks for the University of Massachusetts. 6-0, 6-1.

Munsey said that this meet will definitely be a fun watch, given good weather. "It is possible that we're only eight miles from the center of Albany, but we didn't make the Games over last year's Games. But we've got to get there and do it."

LIT.

The Alumni Association in the CC lobby May 5

**STICKMEN BEATEN**

When Amy Will was called for an illegal trip, and the Chiefs moved down for four downs, not only did Siena not score but the Danes themselves got one. Although Bob Williams' Ahad a trick play when he was good in this play.

The Alumni Association in the CC lobby May 5.
Batmen’s Rally Falls Two Runs Short

Kate McLindon
SUNYA Jazz Ensemble

The Came of New Paltz gained two runs in the last two innings to fall short of a SUNYAC title.

The Danes气象ed a strong rally in the eighth inning, scoring twice, before being held to a single run in the final stanza.

The game started with a one-out walk by Mite Plckarski, then a single by John Kassak, followed by a single by Rocco Acra, and a double by Ken Nelson. The next batter, Nick McClosk, grounded into a double play, and Nelson was out at the plate.

A comeback effort in the last minute was stymied by a hard throw to first, which put the Danes out of contention.

The Danes气象ed a strong rally in the eighth inning, scoring twice, before being held to a single run in the final stanza.